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Abstract 

The area of micro-abrasion is an interesting and relatively recent area in tribo-testing 

methodologies, where small particles of less than 10µm are employed between interacting 

surfaces. It is topical for a number of reasons; its direct relation to the mechanisms of the wear 

process in bio-tribological applications, ease in conducting tests and the good repeatability of 

the test results.  It has widespread applications in conditions that range from space and the 

offshore industries to the bio-engineering sectors, such as artificial hip joints and dentistry. 

 

There have been many recent studies on the micro-abrasion performance of materials, ranging 

from work basic metals to nano-structured coatings. However, no significant work is reported 

on the micro-abrasion resistance of thermochemically treated steels. Hence, this paper looks 

at the performance of two thermochemically treated steels, Tenifer bath nitride stainless steel 

(T-SS) and Vanadized carbon steel (V-CS) in such conditions with reference to the stainless 

steel (SS) by varying the applied load and sliding distance.  
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The results indicated that T-SS demonstrate exceptionally poor resistance to micro-abrasion. 

It was observed that the heat treatment process and properties of the hardened layer, (hardness 

and thickness) are extremely important in determining the micro-abrasion resistance of such 

steels. Finally, the results were used to develop micro-abrasion mechanism and wastage maps 

which can be used to optimise the surface treated materials for micro-abrasion resistance. 

Key words: Thermochemical treatment, Tenifer, Vanadizing, Maps, Micro-abrasion, 

Mechanisms 

Nomenclature: 

SS: Untreated stainless steel 

T-SS: Tenifer bath nitrided stainless steel 

V-CS: Vanadized carbon steel. 

V : Wear volume 

d : Penetration depth 

b : Crater diameter  

R: Radius of the ball. 

 

1.0 Introduction 

Among the causes of tribological failures, abrasive wear is very common in industry as well 

as in many other engineering fields. There are numerous testing methods available to study 

the wear resistance of materials, such as reciprocating sliding, rotating disc etc [1-2]. The 

study of micro-abrasion is a relatively recent technique developed to study the interaction of 

tribological variables with particles, typically less than 10µm entrained in the contacting, i.e. 

ball on plate, creating a clear wear scar on the surface [3-4]. It has distinct advantages over 

many other kinds of abrasive wear tests namely the ease in conducting the experiment on a 
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relatively small scale and of measuring the corrosion rate in-situ using an electrochemical 

interface [5-7]. 

 

Many studies have been conducted on the micro-abrasion of materials ranging from basic 

metals to nano-structured films all of which have many practical applications; especially in 

bioengineering [4-10]. Some efforts have also been made to employ a mapping approaches in 

micro-abrasion, which for indicate the mechanisms of wear loss as a function of selected 

variables in the test [8-10]. Recently, work has been carried out to model the micro-abrasion 

process by considering the effects of the various parameters involved [11-13]. 

 

However, to date there has been no attempt to investigate the micro-abrasion performance of 

case hardened steels, despite their potential use in many practical applications, such as in 

power plants and automobile industry.  Hence,  this paper investigates the micro-abrasion 

performance of two case hardened thermochemically  treated steels, namely Tenifer bath 

nitrided stainless steel (denoted as T-SS) and vanadized carbon steel (denoted as V-CS) in the 

presence of silicon carbide (SiC) slurry by varying the sliding distance and applied load.  The 

tests with slurry solution will accelerate the wear process and also simulate the practical 

applications, such as in pumps and valves etc., where such heat treated steels are employed. 

Mechanisms of micro-abrasion were identified based on the test conditions.  Finally, micro-

abrasion maps were constructed to demonstrate the change in mechanisms, wastage rate and 

the optimum material for the conditions of interest in the study.  

 

2.0 Experimental details 

2.1 Thermo chemical treatment of samples 
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The samples of thermochemical treated steels were supplied by the Department of Materials 

Science of Faculty of Mechanical Engineering and Naval Architecture, University of Zagreb, 

Croatia. The original sample was stainless steel (BS 316S11, hardness: 160 VHN) and it was 

Tenifer bath nitride at 580 oC/ 4 hrs (T-SS, hardness: 300 VHN). Another SS sample was 

carbon steel (BS 060A62), Vanadized at 950 oC/ 4 hrs (V-CS, hardness: 3000 VHN). 

 

The term Tenifer describes the nitro- carburising process whereby nitrogen and carbon 

chemically released and introduced into the surface at a suitable high temperatures to allow 

the diffusion process to take place. The surface which has been treated, consists of two layers, 

called the compound layer and the lower diffusion layer. The former consists of carbonitrides 

and is between 12-16 μm thick. The latter contains released nitrogen which precipitates and 

forms needle-shaped nitrides only during slow cooling or annealing at over 300oC [14-15]. 

 

The vanadizing procedure is usually performed in a salt bath of special composition which 

contains the carbide-forming element vanadium, but might also contain some other elements, 

e.g. Cr, Nb. At elevated temperatures from 900 to 1000 oC a molten bath of borax containing 

vanadium, either in the form of metal or an oxide, results in atomic vanadium forming on the 

surface of the substrate, which is usually steel. Entering the austenite lattice, the vanadium 

diffuses from the surface into the substrate, up to the solubility limit, which depends on 

temperature and chemical composition of steel matrix. At this point, the reaction of vanadium 

and carbon results in the formation of vanadium carbides. Through the newly formed carbide 

layer the carbon diffuses outwards, where the process of forming carbides continues, thus 

increasing the thickness of the carbide layer [16-18]. 

 

2.2 Micro-abrasion tests 
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Micro-abrasion tests were performed with a commercially available apparatus, the TE-66, 

micro-abrasion tester (Phoenix tribology Ltd., UK). In this rig, as shown in Figure 1, a 

rotating 25 mm diameter ball was in contact with a stationary sample, which was held 

between two-coaxial shafts, each carried by a support bearing. A variable speed DC motor 

was used to drive one shaft and a peristaltic pump, which is used to deliver the slurry from the 

storage vessel to the contact area. By selecting a constant number of revolutions, a test could 

be run for a fixed sliding distance. (For example, 150 revolutions corresponds to linear sliding 

distance of 11.78 m). The test sample was clamped onto a platform, which is fitted to the 

pivoted L-shaped arm. This arm was rotated around its pivot until the sample became in 

contact with the ball. The beam was in balance when the samples were in contact and the load 

was applied by adding dead weights to a cantilever arm. This configuration has the advantage 

of accurate control of both normal load (to an accuracy of +0.01 N) and sliding speed. 

 

The slurry consisted of 4 μm SiC particles, in distilled water at concentration of 0.025 g-cm-3, 

and was stored in a container that could be agitated on a laboratory magnetic stirrer. It was fed 

to a position just above the contact point and collected in a waste tray underneath, as 

explained earlier.  The sample surfaces were ground and polished by conventional 

metallographic methods before testing, (final grinding and polishing operations were carried 

out with 4000 grit size abrasive paper). In order to avoid the effect of ball surface conditions, 

the trial tests were conducted before a series of experiments. The arm, which holds the 

sample, could be moved horizontally in order that several tests on a single sample specimen 

could be carried out. The sample was then removed from the apparatus and the diameters of 

the resulting abrasion scars were measured with a profile projector. Following the test, the 

worn samples were examined by optical microscopy and scanning electron microscopy. Other 

details about the samples and tested conditions are shown in the Table 1. 
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The wear volume was  calculated using the standard technique for measuring the wear scar of 

spherical geometry i.e., the geometry of the wear scar is assumed to reproduce the spherical 

geometry of the ball  and the wear volume (V) may then be calculated by the measurement of 

the crater diameter by a using profile projector [3], 

                        
R

bV
64

4π
=                 For b<<R   …………… (i) 

                       where ‘b’ is the crater diameter and  ‘R’  the radius of the ball. 

 

 3.0 Results 

3.1 Variation of wear volume as a function of applied load and sliding distance 

The micro-abrasion wear volume of the thermochemically treated steels, i.e., the untreated 

SS, T-SS and V-CS is shown in the Figure 2 (a-e). The variation of wear volume at the lowest 

sliding distance i.e. 11.78 m is shown in Figure 2 (a). It is very clear that the T-SS shows high 

values of wear volume compared to the untreated SS. It is also interesting to note that the V-

CS did not show any significant difference in micro-abrasion resistance compared with the 

un-treated material.  For the T-SS, the variation of wear volume showed an increasing trend 

as a function of load at all sliding distances, with the exception of at 117.5 m, Figures 2 (a), 

(b) and (d).  For the V-CS and SS materials; there was no clear variation on the trends of wear 

with increasing load.  

 

3.2 Micrographs and SEM images of the abraded surfaces 

The SEM images of the SiC particles used in the test, Figure 3(a), indicate its angular 

geometry. The SEM image of the worn surfaces, Figure 3(b), on the SS at 5N clearly shows 

the high plastically deformed surface with the presence of grooves and ridges.  
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The un-abraded surfaces or the plane surface (before the test) of the T-SS is shown in the 

Figure 3(c). Figure 3(d) shows some gouging features on the worn surfaces of T-SS at 5N and 

a sliding distance of 235.5 m. It also demonstrates that plastic deformation occurs on the 

surfaces during micro-abrasion as in the case of SS, Figure 3(b). The un-abraded surface of 

the V-CS is shown in Figure 3(e). The presence of grooves and ridges, Figure 3(f), are also 

observed following the micro-abrasion process.  

 

4.0 Discussion 

4.1 Variation of wear volume as a function of applied load and sliding distances 

The variation of wear volume as a function of applied load and sliding distance, Figure 2(a-d), 

clearly shows that Tenifer bath nitrided (T-SS) samples undergoes severe micro-abrasion loss 

compared to the original Stainless steel (SS) and Vanadized carbon steel (V-CS). The 

variation of wear volume with load over the three applied loads evaluated in this study is in 

accordance with the Archard relationship on wear rate [19]. However, there is some evidence 

of reduction in the wear volume at intermediate loads, which is addressed more detailed in 

section 4.2(b). 

 

In order to compare the performance of SS and V-CS, the studies were conducted by 

considering the penetration depth of wear scar, as shown in the Figure 4. The penetration 

depth, ‘d’ was calculated similar to the wear volume, based on the crater diameter ‘b’ and the 

radius of the ball, ‘R’ [3], 

                            Penetration depth,    
R

bd
8

2

=    …………………..(ii) 

 It is clear that, at shorter sliding distances, 11.78 and 58.88 m, the V-CS shows low wear 

volume compare to others. At longer sliding distances, the wear resistance is similar to SS. 

This indicates the effect of carbide layer is formed on the surface during the heat treatments 
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on wear resistance. It is clear that on reaching the penetration depth of around 10-14 µm, the 

micro-abrasion behaviour of V-CS is similar to that of as the SS. 

 

It should be noted that the selection of heat treatment processes has a significant effect on 

materials properties such as hardness, toughness, strength, which in turn affects the wear 

resistance [20]. From the SEM images, Figure 3 (c & e), it is clear that the Tenifer bath nitride 

process, T-SS, is a nitrocarburizing process as stated above, that produces a less compact 

structure compared to vanadized, V-CS, which is a surface deposition treatment at high 

temperature.  Hence, the pre-treatment applied to the surface is also a reason for the poor 

micro-abrasion resistance of the T-SS.  

 

In an another study by Chiu et al. [21] on the wear behaviour of nitrocarburized tool steel, it 

was reported that such treatments increase the surface roughness, hardness and the friction 

coefficient. Further the duration of process did not have significant effect on wear resistance. 

It was also interesting to note that in other studies it was reported that the surface treatment 

may produce a solid lubricant film on the surface and resultant improvement of tribological 

properties, as indicated Zhang et al. [22]. Hence, the enhancement of abrasion resistance 

mainly depends on the type of thermochemical treatment applied to the steels. Other work 

shows that T-SS surface has good corrosion resistance [15] irrespective its poor micro-

abrasion resistance. 

 

In the current study, the hardness values of the T-SS and V-CS were 300 and 3000 VHN 

respectively, as opposed to 750 VHN for the stainless steel ball (SS-440c), Table 1.   The 

anomalous behaviour where the harder surface experiences higher wear rates during micro-

abrasion may be due to the harder steel pushing the particles into the counterface thus causing 
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higher wear, through a 2 body gouging process, than the softer steel (although it is not very 

clear with V-CS).  Similar results have been found by Hogmark for ceramic coatings where 

they experience abrasion rates significantly higher than softer materials for this very reason 

[23]. Further the hardness at the worn surface will generally be greater than the bulk hardness 

depends on the work hardening properties materials. In the case of case hardened steels with a 

very thin hardened layer, such effects are very predominant in determining the hardness 

values and hence the wear resistance [24]. Consequently such effects of variation in hardness 

of contacting surfaces on micro-abrasion should not be neglected.  

 

4.2 Construction of the maps and possible mechanisms 

(a) Wastage maps 

Figures 6(a-c) show micro-abrasion mechanism and wastage maps for selected steels as a 

function of applied load and sliding distance. The maps indicate schematically severity (based 

on the wear volume) of the micro-abrasion process for a given conditions and mechanistic 

information on the wear loss mode. These tools are very helpful to understand the 

mechanisms of the wear process and how it affects the total wastage loss. 

Three wastage regimes in the present map are defined as: [7-8] 

Low:        -                   V  <  0.01 mm 3 

Medium:       -      0.01 mm3 ≤   V <  0.05 mm 3 

High :                    -                             V  ≥  0.05 mm 3 

where ‘V’ denotes the wear volume. The selection of the criteria was based on the extensive 

work of Stack et al. [7-10] on the micro-abrasion behaviour of various classes of materials, 

ranging from pure metals to coatings and polymers. 
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It is clear from the maps that SS, shows a low wastage zone at short sliding distances, and a 

similar pattern is observed in the case of V-CS. However, in the case of T-SS, there is only a 

medium and high wastage zone, indicating very poor performance in these micro-abrasion 

conditions. 

 

(b)  Proposed mechanisms  

From Figure 2(a-d), it is clear that there is some evidence of reduction in the wear volume at 

intermediate loads (see 2(b), SS, at 3N and 2(c), SS at 3N and T-SS at 5N), although these 

experiments were carried out for only three selected loads. This may be in accordance with 

the mechanisms proposed by Stack et al. [7-9] on their extensive studies on micro-abrasion of 

basic metals and coatings. Further to the mechanisms already proposed, such as grooving and 

rolling [12], in their studies, it is suggested that the reduction in the wear volume at higher 

loads may be due to the presence of ridges and lubrication effects of the medium. In addition, 

there is also a likelihood of frictional heating and tribochemical effects at high loads. Hence, 

the mechanisms involved in the micro-abrasion process as shown in the schematic diagram 

Figure 5 [8] can be summarized as below: 

(i) 3-2 body: Gradual increment in the wear volume occurs as a function of applied load, 

which can be further subdivided as follows: 

(a) Rolling: Particles roll between the interacting surfaces  

(b) Grooving: Particles adhere to the counter-body and leading to grooving 

(c) Mixed: This is a combination of the above two regimes. 

 (ii) 2-body r: Reduction of the wear volume as a function of applied load, which includes the 

following scenarios: 

(a) Particles are entrained in the ridges and interacting surfaces may come in to contact 

with each other, resulting in to a 2-body wear process  
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(b) Lubrication effect of the water: This is a situation where particles disappear into 

the ridges and the asperities on top of the ridges are lubricated by the action of the 

carrier medium (in the current study, water).  Hence, a reduction in wear rate 

might be expected, depending on the lubrication properties of the medium. 

(c) Frictional heating and oxide films on the asperity contact. As is clear from the 

schematic diagram, in the absence of particles and medium, the contacting 

surfaces will commence to slide against each other under high contact stress 

(which depends on the applied load). Such a situation may lead to frictional 

heating at the asperity contacts, resulting in oxide film formation due to 

tribochemical effects.  This further complicates the sliding process as the oxide 

may have a beneficial or detrimental effect on the wear rate depending on its 

adhesion to the surface. However additional analysis (the chemical analysis of 

worn surface for the oxide film formation or analysis of the solution after the test, 

for instance atomic absorption spectroscopy) are required to clarify such effects, 

which will be addressed in the next stage of the work. 

The presence of 2-body r mechanism in the current study is not very dominant as is indicated 

from Figure 2(a-d); however, an attempt was made to analyse the predominance of such 

mechanisms. As is shown in Figures 6(a-c), the circles and stars denote the 3-2 body and 2 

body r wear mechanisms.  

 

It is clear that the 3-2 body region dominates in all the cases. The SS and T-SS show some 

slight evidence for the presence of the of the 2-body r regions. It is interesting to note that in 

the case of the SS the 2-body r regime is consistent with the low wastage zone that was 

observed at intermediate loads. 
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In fact, it should be noted that the occurrence of the micro-abrasion mechanisms, whether 3-2 

body or grooving or 2-body r, is influenced by many other factors such as load, speed, sliding 

distance, properties of the contacting materials and abrasives etc. Above all, the non-uniform 

distribution and concentration of slurry in the contacting surface is also a significant factor in 

micro-abrasion, because it may lead to slurry starvation at the contact zone [12-13]. Hence, 

the sequence of micro-abrasion mechanisms can be expected as shown in a schematic 

diagram, Figure 7(a-b). It is expected that in the initial stage of the process, the 3-2 body 

abrasion mechanism dominates; further the micro-abrasion process progresses the 2-body r 

appears as explained earlier.  It may return to 3-2 body conditions at a later stage. It should 

also be noted that if the contact zone is considered under a broad perspective, (an analogy can 

be made to a battle field where abrasive particles are fighting against the materials and 

themselves) these mechanisms can occur microscopically i.e., locally, or macroscopically i.e., 

globally in the contact zone, as illustrated in Figure 7(b).  

 

Moreover, the total wear volume loss caused by the micro-abrasion process, is dynamic, and 

depends on the mechanisms dominating at that particular moment. As mentioned above they 

are in turn influenced by many other factors. The present study was focused only on the 

influence of the load and sliding distances. Undoubtedly, there is a need to consider other 

factors in future research, in order to have a clear understanding of the process. 

 

 

 

(c) Material selection map 

A schematic material selection map, Figure 8, has been developed by considering the low 

wastage zones of the individual wastage maps of the selected case hardened steels, Figure 6 
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(a-c).  It is clear from the map that, the T-SS is completely eliminated from the map, and also, 

the SS and V-CS are located at shorter sliding distances irrespective of the increment in load. 

The vanadizing process has resulted in a slight improvement in the micro-abrasion 

performance of SS. As stated above, the selection of heat treatment process and other process 

parameters are significant prior to choosing a wear resistant material. Moreover, the structure 

of the formed hardened layer and its properties such as hardness and work hardening are also 

among the other influential parameters to be considered [20-21]. 

 

It is worth in mentioning that, these maps, i.e., Figure 6(a-c) and Figure 8, are bound to the 

limitation of the experimental work and need to be extended by considering intermediate 

experimental conditions and other parameters (which may include sliding speed, type of 

solution and slurry and temperature etc.), which are affecting directly or indirectly the micro-

abrasion process. However, in the current work, the maps which have been are initial attempts 

in following the well established research work in employing mapping approaches in 

materials science [25-27].  

 

5.0 Conclusions 

• The micro-abrasion resistance of two thermochemically treated case hardened 

stainless steels were analysed as a function of applied load and sliding distances, 

namely, Tenifer bath nitrided stainless steel (T-SS) and vanadized carbon steel (V-CS) 

and their results were compared with the SS. 

• The possible mechanisms of micro-abrasion process have been discussed and based on 

the results in the study, micro-abrasion mechanisms and wastage maps were 

developed for the three steels. 
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• Finally, a materials selection map was also developed in order to have a general 

understanding of the performance of the surface treated stainless steels in the micro-

abrasion conditions evaluated in this study. 
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Table captions 

1. Micro-abrasion experimental details on thermochemically treated steels 

Figure captions 

1.  Schematic diagram of microabrasion tester 

2. (a-d) Variation of wear volume as a function of applied load at selected sliding 

distances for case hardened stainless steel 

(a) 11.78 m 

(b) 58.88 m 

(c) 117.5 m 

(d) 235.5 m 

3. (a-f) SEM images of the worn surfaces 

(a) SiC- abrasive particles used in the tests 

(b) 5N, 235.5 m, original SS 

(c) Plane surface, T-SS 

(d) 5N, 235.5 m, high magnification, T-SS 

(e) Plane surface, V-CS 

(f) 5N, 235.5 m, V- CS 

4. Variation of penetration depth as a function of sliding distance and applied load for SS 

and V-CS 

5. Schematic diagram of transitions between the wear mechanisms as a function of 

increasing load [7-9]. 

6. (a-c) Micro-abrasion wastage maps for the tested samples  

      (a) SS             (b) T-SS          (c) V-CS 

7. (a-b) Schematic diagram of the presence of micro-abrasion mechanisms and process 

8. Material selection map for the selected thermochemically treated steels 

 


